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How a small academic library is maximizing 

student assistants using SkyRiver
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Today’s Goal

 Introduce Emporia State University’s William Allen White Library and its T.S 
department

 Discuss the hardships T.S. is facing

 Briefly talk about the mini study that uncovered our need for a streamlined 
workflow

 Role of Student Assistants

 How we are using SkyRiver to meet our needs and solve some problems

 What we’ve accomplished and learned
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William Allen White Library

 13 FTE(1 director, 6 faculty librarians, 6 staff), 1 part 
time staff member, and approximately 9 student 
assistants and 5 graduate teaching assistants. 

 Located in Emporia, Kansas

 Collection is approximately 750,474 items (ACRL 
FY2018 report)
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 2 Technical Services retirements since 2016

 Acquisitions and Cataloging (Library Techs)

 Move from WMS (Warehouse Management System) to Sierra ILS in 2018

 New Cataloger- Librarian with MLS in 2018

 New Needs:

 Time to manage the catalog.

 T.S consists of 1 cataloger (tenure-track faculty), ¼ acquisitions tech 
and a ¼ time student assistant

 Record clean up

Background Information
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Catalogers as Faculty

Needs as defined by Hill (2007)

 Workload clearly defined
 Scholarship
 Service
 Teaching
 T.S

Backlog!=
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Repetitive Changes to Records

 Conducted mini study on records exported from SkyRiver

 100% : added or edited the following

 |d in 040

 998 (internal signature)

 87% : changed the encoding level

 68% : edited the 300 (usually needed the page numbers, often required 
illustrations and measurements as well).

 66% : Deleted the 263 field

 16% : required edits to the 008 (usually an a added for illustrations)

 16% : required edits to the 264_4 or a 264_4 added.
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Student Workers are key!

 Processing

 Stamps, spine labels, security strips

 Basic editing of item records

 Barcodes, Item locations, Item types, Call #s

 Copy Cataloging

 Using SkyRiver

 Other projects

 Weeding, displays, updating spreadsheets, etc.

Approximately 10-12 hours/week
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In a 2008 study, 95% of respondents felt that 

student assistants were worth the investment 

(training and supervising)

-Tolppanen and Derr (2009)
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SkyRiver by Innovative Interface, Inc.

 Bibliographic Utility- database that 
holds access to a large quantity of 
bibliographic and authority records

 Records from national libraries, 
subscribing libraries and vendors
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“Time is money”

- Benjamin Franklin
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Time Saving Features

 Highlight Fields

 Ignore Fields

 Derive Fields

 Spell check

 Batch Search

 Macros

 Constant Data 
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SkyRiver Settings

 Highlight fields

 Ignore

 Derive

 Spelling
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SkyRiver

These fields will 

stand out in 

bibliographic 

records.

Students can 

recognize if 

important fields are 

there and if they 

match the item in 

hand.
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SkyRiver

List the fields 

you want to 

derive.

When you use 

the “Derive” 

button, only 

these fields will 

remain.
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SkyRiver

Insert fields that you do 

NOT want exported with 

records.

When exporting, you 

won’t need to do 

anything special.
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Conduct a spelling 

check before 

Exporting. 

Specify fields you 

want to check.
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Batch Search- Search for multiple bibs at once

Don’t search one by one, bib by bib

Do a Batch Search.

Search multiple ISBNs at once.

Review the Bibs that are returned

Make edits

Mark the ones you want to export

Export all at once
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Source: SkyRiver

A new SkyRiver window will open for batch searching. 
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SkyRiver

Scan or 

enter all of 

your ISBNs 

at once 

then click 

“Search” 
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Macros- shortcuts to create a sequence of events
ex: use one keystroke (F2) to input an entire MARC field (336)

 Just like in Sierra, create 
shortcuts to insert fields and 
text.
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Source: SkyRiver
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Other Macro Options

 Add text to a field 

 Insert a field 

 Copy field

 Update Cutter

 Export with 949

 Find & replace 
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Constant Data- a partial bibliographic (or authority) record created with 
standardized content that you reuse when you create or edit a record.

 Fixed Fields

 Variables

 BOTH
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Create Constant Data
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If you use fixed 

fields, it’s all or 

nothing.

Delete the 

variable fields 

you don’t need.
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Constant Data at WAWL
 Had trouble using this the way we 

really wanted to, hoped to insert SOME 
fixed fields and SOME variable fields. 

 BUT found it was the best way for us to 
add the 

264 _ 4 |c to our records

**** Have to insert place holder text in 
the |c  

264_4 |cx
Once imported replace the x with 

the copyright information
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WAWL Practices

 Created student workflow in 
SkyRiver for Books only.
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What We Accomplished

 |d in 040 is ALWAYS added prior to export

 998 (internal signature)- No solution YET!

 Changes to the encoding level- We can make this change, but will ultimately lose other 
valuable fixed field data.

 Editing the 300 (usually needed the page numbers, often required illustrations and 
measurements as well). –This field is highlighted for students. They will see it and can edit 
it.

 Deleting the 263 field- Included this in our “Ignore” fields. 

 Edits to the 008- Unable to find a solution using Macros or Constant data that won’t 
interfere with the rest of the field.

 Edits to the 264_4 or a 264_4 added.- Using constant data to ensure this info is always 
available.
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What We Learned

 What is important in your library’s 
records
 What do you find yourself 

correcting or editing the most?

 Practice and Play with SkyRiver
 Compare records in SkyRiver and 

your ILS after and settings are 
changed.

 Ask students or staff what they 
would like to see in SkyRiver.

 Search for work-arounds if 
something isn’t working.

 Minimal documentation exists for 
SkyRiver
 Search for other bib utility 

documentation
 Come to the IUG Conference – See if 

you can find someone else who 
knows.

 Create your own documentation. 
 Students and staff leave. Be 

prepared.

 Empower your staff!
 Provide a checklist and ample time 

for training.
 Check their work in the beginning 

and walk through mistakes as a 
learning team.
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Thank you!

Questions?
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Sarah R. Johnson
Emporia State University
Sjohns37@emporia.edu


